Noise Public Involvement Process

Abatement not Feasible and Reasonable
- Notify public if/as needed

END OF PROCESS

What does the noise report recommend?
- Abatement is Feasible and Reasonable
- Abatement not Feasible and Reasonable

Notify public if/as needed

Is noise abatement desired by the benefited residents?
- YES
  - Design the vegetative screening and include in construction contract plans
  - Notify the benefited receptors if noise wall(s) is/are moving forward
  - If significant time has elapsed between the analysis and prior to noise PI, reevaluate the benefited receptor as needed. Survey benefited receptors for desire & aesthetics; notify local officials.

- NO

Is a vegetative screening desired by the public?
- NO
- YES

Design the vegetative screening and include in construction contract plans

Notify/update the benefited receptors of the status

CONSTRUCTION